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IRELAND'S BUILDING SERVICES MAGAZINE

Nuremore - Expressing Confidence
in the Future
While no onc denies the
seriousness and consequences of
the present building industry recession, the recent CIBSEI ASHRAE
lund-raising exercise at the
Nuremore Hotel in Carrickmacross demonstrated once
again the amazing resilience of the
building services professions and
suppliers.
Economic worries and apprehension for the future were cast
aside as a gathering of over 100
participants threw caUl ion to the
wind and enjoyed a most successful weekend of gol f and
socialising, which was made all the
more pleasurable by the excellent
facilities of the hotel and the
glorious weat her.
The organising commit tee did

response was quite staggering
given the difficult economic
climate and all those who contributed so generously deserve a
special thank you.
It would be very difficult to capture the flavour of the weekend in
words so we have attempted to do
on pages 14 and 15 with a sample
of the many photographs taken
during the proceedings.
Nor do we make any apologies
for devoting so much space to
listing the sponsors and the events
for which they especially contributed. The Nuremore Conference would not have taken place
without their support, nor indeed
would it be possible for the CIBSE
to be still contemplating the
ASHRAE international 3-day conference in September.

exceptionally well in ensuring that
the three golf competitions, the
snooker competition and the preand after-dinner receptions went
so smoothly.
Primarily, the weekend was a
social occasion but the resulting
comrade hip and sense of unity
which permeated the proceedings
will be of enormous benefit in
strengthening the building services
industry and in preparing it for the
further difficulties which must
surely be faced before the longawaited upsurge in trading activity
commences.
A major aim of the weekend was
to raise funds for the forthcoming
CIBSE/ASJ-IRAE Conference in
the Autumn and., in this respect, all
must be thanked for digging so
deeply into their pockets. The

L~

• No, it was not really necessary to get Eddie Egan to threaten the participants on the ASHRAEIC1BSE with
the shotgun, he's brandishing to get them to smile for this photograph. This group was merely waiting for the
"off" signal for the Redro 9-hole golf scramble singles.

Compression Fittings
Re: I.S. 2.39 : "Compression Tube
Fittings of Copper and Copper
Alloy"; Draft Revision.

Proposed Standard

the maximum hardness of the compression ring speci fied;
(3) The method of defining thread
"length has been changed because
of difficultie experienced in accurately measuring this parameter.
(4) Methods of gauging have been
defined;

(5) Tolerances for the internal
diameter of the socket on the body
and for the bore of the capnut have
been widened;
Comments on the draft are invited by the National Standards
Authority to be received not later
than 29 August next.

A copy of the above draft which
covers requirements for compression tube fittings of copper and
copper alloy has just been publish-.
ed. The original standard was
published in 1980 and amended in
mit news items, details of func1982. The major changes proposed
tions - both social and business
are 'as follows:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and personal viewpoints directly'
(I) The focus has been changed to
Irish H& V News is pleased to an- to Bill at Sandymount, Annalong,
give more prominance to the type
nounce that Bill Maginnis - who Newry, Co. Down. Tel: Annalong
of fitting mostly used in the councontributed to the pages of the 03967/68820; Telex: 747864..
try. Arising from this (a) informajournal many years ago - is returSeeing as the July issue will contion on screwed ends of fittings for
ning from the July issue with a tain the first installment of this
other than copper connector ends
special column of his own to be new series, Bill Maginnis will begin
and on swivel fittings has been
with a special look at the Province
called "Northern Notes".
moved to the back of the standard
This monthly section will cover and present his report in the form
and; (b) compression fittings type
all matters of particular interest to of a Northern Ireland Supplement
B have been deleted because they
readers in Northern Ireland and which will be issued with the jourare no longer lIsed;
those interested are invited to sub- nal.
ofARROW@TU
allowable materials
(2) The listby
Published
Dublin, 1986
has been more closely defined and

Ergas
Appointment

• Bob Couchman, who has been
appointed Consultant Advisor on
Ergas home heating systems.
Ergas Lld has announced the appointment of Bob Couchman as
Consultant Advisor to its new
"Home Heat" marketing division.
Mr Couch man is currently President of the Institute of Domestic
Heating and Environmental
Engineers and Vice-Chairman of
the Heating Quality and Safety
Council. He is also the author of
many technical papers, articles and
two successful paperbacks.
From 1965 to 1977 he was in
charge of the technical wing of the
domestic market of Irish Shell Ltd.
He then left to form his own
specialised consultancy practice.
The Ergas "Home Heat" system
is a recently introduced innovation
enabling householders to have a
complete home energy system run
entirely from a ga storage tank
which can be installed unobtrusively behind the house.
The system offers radiator
heating, hot water and cooking
power. There is also a range of fixed fires, which will fit into any sized fireplace, and can be operated
within the system.

Northern Notes
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These are some of the Co-Link
special features:
• Tested over 2 years of field trials.
• Designed and made to the highest
engineering standards.
• Compact size, roughly one foot
square by six inches deep.

Developed in conjunction
with Coal Information Services

The latest, best and cheapest
way to use two (or more)
boilers on the same
domestic heating system.

• Insulated Casing. The speciallyfinished outer casing encloses a layer of
thermal insulation for extra efficiency.
• Simple Installation. Just fit it
anywhere on the connections above the
boiler and below the cylinder.
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• Faster Warm-up. The Co-Link is
designed with internal connections that
greatly assist the gravity circulation
when the pump is running. The
neutral point remains at the boiler.
• Self-Supporting. The small, but heavy,
Co-Link unit is provided with its own
fixing bracket for any vertical surface.
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• Extra Safety. The unique expansion
vessel built into the Co-Link, while it
may never be needed, is a most
valuable safeguard for any domestic
heating system.
Mr. Gerry Scanlon,
Plumbing & Heating Contractor,
Lyscan Cove,
Ballymoneen West,
Barna, Galway.
Telephone: 091-25876

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss3/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7FT5D
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He is one of our many installers, and has installed over
100 Co-Links in the past 18 months with complete
success in each case for both double and treble boiler
connections.
Gerry makes a saving of between £100 and £150 per
installation, depending on the type of house.
Gerry is available/prepared to accept phone calls from
other interested contractors who may like to talk to him.
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"Spring 'n Summer" By Shires
Continuing the extension of their
collection of bathroom and
sanitary ware'items, Shires Ireland
held a press reception to announce
further new products, which will
be available shortly from their
Dublin headquarters and plumbers
merchants throughout Ireland.
Following the launch of the new
Peach colour, Shires then introduced their stylish Chorale corner bath. Measuring only 1200
mm, this compact corner bath has
an integrally-moulded seat, roll

Ironl plu~ a generous bathing area.
The Chorale is now available in
Shires, complete rangc of colours,
including Peach.
Just launched is the ne.... Naiad
ceramic suite which has been restyled and features rounded contours in its washbasin; a smaller
510 mm x 406 mm basin plus the
1500 mm Naiad bath should prove
attractive. The bath is also
available in 1700 mm size and has
both back and arm rests.
Shires Carousel Suite includes

• New from Shires: Carousel suite with Carousel bath, Da Vinci mixers
and Serenade ceramic accessories.
the new luxury Carousel bath
which measures 750 mm wide.

• New from Shires: Naiad II basin with Blue Delf decoration and Epoca
monobloc basin mixer.

ow coming on stream are new
cloakroom basins - the Ashby 11,
which is available in two sizes and
the Selby 11 - a corner basin. Both
basins allow easier access to the
taps and simpler cleaning with concealed fittings .
New basins will also be shortly

introduced by Shires. There's the
Opus with Shadows decoration;
the Opus this time styled with a
Pastorale decoration, plus Da Vinci monobloc basin mixer. The
Naiad II basin features the eyecatching Blue Delf decoration with
new bathroom accessories and new
brassware - Medici and Discus to complete a most impressive collection.

Oil and Gas
Prospects
ineteen eighty six has been a year
of mixed fortunes for Ireland's oil
and gas business. The year opened
promising the most active year ever
for drilling in the Celtic Sea, but
the slump in oil prices has led to
calls for revisions in the country's
licensing terms. Recently the difficulties with Dublin Gas have called into question the exploitation of
our existing gas reserves.
The Irish Branch of the Institute
of Chemical Engineers held an international conference on "Oil &
Gas Prospects in Ireland" on 21st
and 22nd May last which was
opened by Dick Spring, TD,
Tanaiste and Minister for Energy.
.Sean Flood, Director, Apex Fire Prevention (on right) presents the
The first session reviewed our
Apex Fire Perpetual Trophy to the winner, Paddy Murray (on left) who
geological prospects. Irish experts
scored an excellent 40 pts off 18 h/cap. Paddy is a member of Clontarf
GC. In the centre is Donal Doran, Vice-Captain, Newlands Golf Club
identified the knowledge learned to
where this golfing occasion was played in excellent conditions, as this was
date and the likely future these
their 10th golf outing, almost lOO played golf and later dined in Newlands
suggest. While most emphasis was
with the Captain, Brendan O'Neill, before a selection of outstanding
on offshore activities, the attenprizes was presented to the various category winners, by Chris Flood,
dance was reminded of onshore
MCC, Managing Direclnr. Apex Fire Prevention.
prospects by Mr E Stranch from
Austria. Austria, while being landlocked, has a significant petroleum
production, while Mr H Hughes of
0' Donnell has extensive exKemp, a highly-regarded expert
industry. This session was chaired
British Gas chaired the final sesperience in Ireland, South America
from the University of Aberdeen,
by Mr D Claydon, Chief Exsion dealing with the impact on
and.the Middle East and his views
compared Irish policy with other
ecutive, BP International and a
Ireland of a significant discovery.
made very interesting listening.
European nations. Finally, Mr D
member of the I Chem E Council.
To date, only gas ha's been exMiller, who is well known in oil inThis conference came at a time
The second session was chaired
ploited and the views of Bord Gais
when there is much uncertainty in
dustry circles, gave a personal view
by Mr P Maher, Chairman of the
Eireann on its future developments
Ireland about our oil and gas proof the present policy.
Irish Branch of the Institute of
were eagerly awaited. The opporThe second day dealt with the
spects. It provided a venue where
Petroleum, who supported the
tunities presented were reviewed by
exploitation of fields and the opthese doubts could be aired and
conference. Exploration Policy
Mr G Donnelly from Ove Arup
portunities presented for Irish inquestions answered. It also providwas the theme for the afternoon
and Partners, while Mr H O'Dondustry. Mr D Deines of Marathon
ed an opportunity for Irish and
and a representative from the
nell discussed how Ireland might
Department of r.nergy explained
foreign industrialists to meet and
chaired the session discussing the
best exploit the possibilities. Mr.
thehttps://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss3/1
current policy. Professor A
develop contacts.
technical aspects of oil and gas
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· ··Afrog
in the throat.
When a male reed frog a-wooiRg-goes he first attracts the ladies'
attention with a romantic serenade.
The tune is produced by the vibration of a pair of skin folds in the
vocal cords. Air is passed backwards and forwards between the lungs and
the large vocal pouch which inflates and deflates just like a balloon.
In offices, shops, pubs, clubs and restaurants one of the best ways of
keeping the ladi s, and the gentlemen, sweet is to ensure that the
atmosphere is temperature controlled and at the correct humidity level.
That's where Carrier come in. Their elegant range of packaged and
split air conditioning units is designed to quietly and efficiently create a
comfortable environment.
You can choose heating and cooling
or cooling only and conventionally or
energy saving heat pump operated
models. And there is also the Mocluline I
Variable Air Volume range of
terminals to proVide draught
free air circulation.
Whichever Carrier
product you choose, you can
rely on the Walk r Air
Conditioning design,
commissioning and after sales
seIYice support.
Just ~L')k us.

~

world leader in air conditioning
and heating technology

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986

WALKER AIR CONDITIONING
Dublin
300844

Belfast
023185234

Glasgow
041-8870551
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Sanbra Fyffe, Santry Ave., Dublin 9. Tel: 379291. Telex: 25325.
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with John EIliott

Italian Manufacturer Awarded Irish
Standard Mark
Jack Roberts of M'Lean-Roberts Agencies talks to Neil Steedman about the recent granting of
an Irish Standard Mark to their Italian principal, Metalstampati Bonomi spa,
manufacturers of compression tube fittings.
On 20th February 1986 M'LeanRoberts Agencies of Palmerstown,
Dublin, became the second
company in Ireland able to supply
compression tube fittings of copper
and copper alloy bearing Irish
Standard Mark IS 239:1980. An
indication of the importance of the
event in this highly competitive
multi-million pound market is that
only compression fittings bearing
(and complying!) with the Standard
can be used in all local authority
housing projects and all grantassisted private sector housing.
(The emphasis on compliance is
not unnecessary as at least three
merchants in Dublin and Cork
ended up being prosecuted early
last year as a result of one overseas
manufacturer branding his goods
with the Mark despite the fact that it
had not been granted.)
Apart from home manufacturers
Sanbra Fyffe, who have had the
Irish Standard Mark for a number
of years, there are half a dozen
main importers of compression
fittings plus several others with
smaller market shares. Inevitably,
most of the major importers have
applied to the IIRS for details of
certification but, to date,
Metalstampati Bonomi spa of Italy,
who are represented here by
M'Lean-Roberts Agencies, are the
only overseas manufacturer to be
licensed to use the Mark.
Jack Roberts has been importing
the company's products into Ireland
for over eight years and describes
the licence as "effectively the official
confirmation of the manufacturer's
performance record over the years
that we have been marketing these
fittings to the highly satisfied
merchant trade."
Metalstampati Bonomi spa of
Pian Camuno, Brescia, Italy, was
founded in 1946 and is one of the
largest manufacturers in Europe of
hot-pressed brass stampings.
Whereas some Italian compression
fittings are assembled from
components made by numerous
small workshops, Metalstampati
Bonomi manufacture the complete
product from the raw material right
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986
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through to quality checking and
packing.
They currently manufacture halfprocessed items such as valves,

cocks, nuts and general industrial
couplings and finished goods
including parts for industrial and
domestic heating systems and
plumbing couplings. These include
cl. complete range of compression
fittings up to 1 1/2 11 (for the benefit
of readers still thinking imperial!).
Their product range is exported
to many countries, including
Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
France, Great Britain, Greece,
Holland, Hungary, Switzerland,
Tunisia, West Germany and, of
course, Ireland.
Following submission to the IIRS
of the company's verification that
their fittings complied with the
overall requirements of IS
239:1980, a representative of the
fnstitute visited the factory in Italy
for several days and selected
samples which were rigorously
tested back in Dublin. "I was most
impressed by both the thoroughness
and the impartiality of the IIRS,"
says Jack Roberts, who is obViously
delighted to have such an important
marketing plus for his products.
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CIBSE NEWS CIBSE NEWS CIBSE NEWS CIBS ~
National Engineering
Specification
Mr. David Russell, the Managing
Director of the ational Engineering pecification Limited and a
Pasl-Chairman of Cl BSE, recently
read a paper to the Republic of
Ireland Branch in which he explained the history of the company
and its objectives and the progress
made to date with the preparation
of the National Engineering
Speci ficat ion.
The objecl behind this task is to
produce a comprehensive set of
standard clauses for mechanical
and electrical services installations
covering all normal requirements
for materials and the standards of
workmanship for such installations. Each standard clause would
be formulated and agreed upon.
The specification was to be comprehensive and nexible in use;
structured in accordance with the
requirements of the CCPI (lhe
Committee for the Co-ordination
of Project Information); to be in
the style of the ational Building
Specification and to be a companion document to it. Finally the
specification was to be suitable for
use with computers, word processors and AD systems.
It was found, however, that
although great progress was made,
the projecl needed a single
editorial focus. It was then that
various bodies were approached
for support to enable a secretariat
to be set up. The CIBSE agreed to
support the project and they set up
a wholly owned subsidiary company
National Engineering
Specification Limited with
David Russell as Managing Director and the original consulting
engineers as Directors. Grants
were given by the Department of
the Environment and by the Public
Services Authority, but the main
funding continues to be provided

by lhe onglnal group of cngineers.
1\1r. Russell recruited a full time
assistant-editor and technical
writer and dre\\ up a plan and programme to complete and publish
the ES. The result is that the first
section will be published, on
schedule, at the cnd of this year.
The NES is being prepared to a
strict method of writing and is
structured for accuracy and ease of
reference and .... ill fulfill the objectives ,et by the initiators.
11 i, considered lhal the NES will
fulfillthe need, of all sector, of the
industry in thi'> area.
r or designer, and speci ficrs a
great ,a\ing in effort, time and
COSI \\ ill re,ult and the c1au,e, will
be updatcd continuously to keep
pace with the changing need'> of
technology and the industry il'c1f.
ror contraclor, the slandardisalion will result in ,a\ ings in lime
and co,t, becau'>e of lhe degree of
familiarity and ea'>e of ,earch that
will follow. Aho, conlraClors
have an input into the preparation
of the ES, as the HVCA arc also
participating in the project.
Manufacturer,> will also benefit
for the foregoing reasons and also
because of the ,>peed with which
new development,> can be incorporated into lht NES.
Last, but not Iea'>l, client,> will
benefit through case, saving,> and
because of improved communications across the construction leam.
They will gel a more cost-effective
and efficient installalion.
The ES will be made available
by means of an annual subscription and workshops will be
organised to take users through its
methodology.
Watch out for the ES which
must prove to be a giant step forward for the industry in thi'> particular area.

EOIN KENNY HONOURED

To honour the recent election of
Eoin Kenny as President of Cl BSE
a commemorative dinner was held
at the Royal St. George Yacht
Club, Dun Laoghaire.
A number of distingui,>hed
gue,>ts attended including Andrew
Ramsey, CIBSE Secretary; Chris
.Iones, President CIF; and P. J.
Moriarty, Chief Executive, ESB.
Robert Jaeob was principal
,>peaker and outlined in humorou'>

and eloquent fashion the illustrious career of the guest of
honour to date, culminating in his
election as President, CIBSE - a
significant honour for the Iri h
Branch. A special blazer with the
Institution insignia was presented
10 Mr. Kenny to mark the occasion .
An attendance of 70 was recordcd and it was generally agreed that
lhe evening was an unqualified
success.

---Institution's AGM=====:::
The CIBSE AGM was held in early
May at the Engineers Club, Clyde
Road. A new committee was
clected and a lentative programme
for the coming year discu'>sed. It i'>
hoped to finalise this programme
at an early date.
The AUlumn Cl BSE/ASH RAE

conference scheduled for Trinity
College in September is the big
event of next year's calendar.
Chairman, Paddy Clonan, stressed
that the committee would be expecled to work throughout the
summer momhs to ensure its success.

OFFICERS: Paddy Clonan, Chairman; Hugh Munro, Vice-Chairman;
Michael Buckley, Hon. Secrelary; Michael Lynch, Hon. Treasurer;
George 0' eill, Lighting Representalive on Council; P. J. Doyle, Educalion Officer; Oliver Reddy, Minutes Secretary; Michael Moloney.
Publicity Officer.

.

Secretary's Visit

• David Russell - paper on "National Engineering Sl!ecijica.tion ";
Hugh Munro, Vice-Chairman, CIBSE, Irish Branch; wIth DaVld R.ussell,
Speaker; Eoin Kenny, President, CIBSE; and Paddy Clonan, Chairman,
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss3/1
CIBSE,
Irish Branch.

DOI: 10.21427/D7FT5D
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When Andrew Ramsey, Secretary
of CIBSE, was in Dublin recently
for a regional visit with the Irish
Branch Committee, Irish H&V
ews took the opportunity to
speak with him about the future
plans of the Institution and the
role Ireland has to play in its future
•
development.
Obviously, with Eoin Kenny as
President, the contribulion from
the Irish Branch is very not iceable
but, outside of that as Mr Ramsey
pointed out, we have always had a
large input, especially in recent
years.

The Irish Branch of CIBSE has
made quite an impact with successive branch Chairmen presenting papers to and participating in
the activities of the London headquarters.
Andrew Ramsey told us: "As
far as relations with the Branch are
concerned, I can confirm that the
Institution has the utmost respect
and admiration for the work of the
Branch. It is by far the most successful in terms of attracting and
motivating members and involvement with local industry. As a
re ult, the major committees of the

8
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Institution have invited and enjoyed a number of papers by
Branch Chairm n, including
Miehael Moloney, \\ hose particular contribution was valued
highly.
"The Branch has also been
highly successful in promoting its
own work and that of the Institution through local media - your
own journal in particular. It was
with the Branch's support and involvement that the Institution held
a public relations seminar
specifically for its Branch Officers
so that the experience and
knowledge of the Dublin Commitlee could be disseminated.
"In other areas the Republic
also has much to teach the rest of
us. One of the great advantages of
having a Past-President of IEI as
our current President, is that IEI
ave recenlly been in demand from
ur own Engineering Council for
advice on recruitment and accreditation - and in particular on
attracting more technician
engineers into Institution membership.
"In fact, this is one of three
primary aims of our new five-year
plan. The other two are the projection of the building services profession as a "career" and the furtherenee of CPD (Continuing Pro-

fessional Development).
"Additionally, there are nine
olher supplementary strategic objectives. These are as follows:
"(I) Provi ion of a free guide to
all members with an annual sectional update as provided by
ASHRAE. Thi; would be attractive to potential members and
underwrite CPD activity;
"(2) More visits to Regions by
members of staff. This would improve communications between
Regions and HQ and under-write
other policies embarked on by the
Institution. However, it is costly in
time and funding and would require financial success in other
fields in order to be implemented;
"(3) Elimination of entrance
fees. Council have approved some
reduction already and in theory,
increased income from the greater
number of those paying subscriptions would offset the loss of initial
income. However, requirements
for mandatory interviews and increased paperwork for the
Engineering Council are increasing
the costs of administration of applications;
"(4) Provision of more conferences. This would, in theory, increa e the income to the Institution
but place further strain on the
meetings' committee and it; task

• CIBSE COMMITTEE 86/87: (Back): P. J. Doyle; Michael Buckley;
Michael Curley; Michael Moloney and Hugh Munro. (Front): Larry Kane;
Greg Traynor; P. J. Clonan; Oliver Reddy and George O'Neill.
groups;
"(5) ational promotion of the
importance of training to building
services engineers and their
employers by way of seminars,
literature, circulars and press
releases;
"(6) Quality Assurance Greater involvement by, and support for, from the Institution;
"(7) Parliamentary recognition
of the importance of building services to the quality of life, working

conditions and the efficiency of
each economy;
"(8) Improving co-ordination
with other construction institutions. A construction industry
council is required to knock heads
together and register professionals;
"(9) Improving headquarters"
office efficiency. This requires a
continuing policy to update and
improve the equipment and computers available to assist headquarters' staff efficiency."

LOOK OUT FOR TURBO
NOW FITTED WITH HOT SPOT MOTOR PROTECTION
HOT SPOT motor protection is
one of Roof Units most important
product developments since the launch
of the external rotor motor concept
It means that any overloading of
direct driven fans can be fully monitored
- avoiding costly motor burn outs by
factors not dealt with by conventional
overload protection systems.
Now HOT SPOT is fitted to the
superb Turbo range of tough moulded
glass fibre cased in-line duct fans.
Turbo is backed up by a host of
ancillaries to suit every application.
For full details send for the Turbo
leaflet today.

IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT HOT SPOT YOU'D BETTER LOOK Out
~
· group _.:G~'::~". =::::.~:t:==.
roof units

Peartree House, Peartree lane, Dudley, West Midlands DY2 OQU, UK Tel: 8rierley Hill (0384) 74062. Telex: 335696 RUNITS G.

BElfAST ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 53329
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Innovative Finance
For
Energy Saving
The discipline of energy management has attained a position of recognised importance in progressive manufacturing and service organisations in the last ten years. Notwithstanding the recent softening in fuel prices, any lapse
into complacency concerning energy supply and utilisation
would be a seriously retrograde step. Indeed, the uncertain
and sometimes confusing nature of the world and national
fuel supply scene at present, as well as continuing progress
in energy management techniques, make it imperative that
the profile of energy management be maintained. Hence
the emphasis during the sixth National Energy Management Conference recently on fuel sources and supply and
our current national strategy for distribution and pricing.
One of the papers presented was by lan Brown of the
Association for the Conservation of Energy. The theme
was innovative financing for energy-saving projects and
the main points raised were as follow .
All available studies of progress in
Ireland towards greater efficiency,
including thc latest report from the
International Energy Agency in
Paris, have shown that energy saving investments are not being madc
at the rate at which paybacks
available would suggest.
Thc rcasons for this arc the
numcrous barriers in thc
marketplace, barricrs which are
delaying or even prcventing energy
efficiency investment. Among
there barriers arc:

(a)

Energy

Insignificance:

Although energy intensive processes such a'> pet rochemical'>, '>teel
or cement arc well aware of the
percentage of costs accounted for
by energy, in many less intensive
manufacturing or in service industries energy costs frequently
represent too small a proportion of
total costs to be considered significant. Many companies see energy
costs a'> a fixed overhead necessary for the operation of the
company.

si on acros'> to decision makers at
t he board level, i.e., to the people
who will make the financial decisions concerning which projects to
allocate fund to.

(c) Technical Barriers: While in
larger companies energy manager
arc normally employed to inve,>tigate
energy
saving
possibilities, in small and medium
si/cd companies the engineering
skills needed to properly evaluate
energy efficiency investments is
frequently absent. This problem is
closely linked to the issue of energy
insignificance I?reviously referred
to. In small companies energy efficiency investments will only be
looked at if energy costs are seen as
a problem.
If not, then management will
follow the course of "least
resistance" and concentrate on
more pressing problems.

(d) Finance Barrier: Although the
availability of finance for energy
efficiency investments obviously
varies from company to company,
it can be said that energy saving
(b) Managemenl Barriers: A
projects are not evaluated on equal
survey of UK industry' attitude to
terms with productive investments.
energy carried out by consultants
This lack of capital for energy
Armitage Nation for the Departsaving does not necessarily imply
ment of Energy in 1982 found that:
that companies 'tre capital starved.
"Energy saving projects are almost
Rather it i the case that other proalways classified as cost savers and
jects use what funds are available
as such have a very low status in
before energy saving projects get
the capital budgeting process."
their turn.
Energy efficiency investments
These barriers are all reasons
are not evaluated on the same
why energy saving is not occurring
terms with productive investments,
in industry and commerce in
as when a cO,>t saving investIreland. So what is "Innovative
ment and a productive investment
Finance" and how can it help to
are competing for scarce capital,
overcome this formidable list of
productive investments are almost
barriers?
always preferred.
To answer the first part of the
A third problem is the difficulty
question, what is "Innovative
. energy managers face, in some
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss3/1
Finance"? "Innovative Finance"
companies, of getting their deci-
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or "Third Party Financing" or
"Cont ract Energy Management"
as it is known in the UK, are all appellations of a system where energy
saving investments are funded by
an outside company, using the
energy savings themselves to pay
for that investment.
There are many different approaches to "third party finance"
but all share this one essential element - viewing energy savings as
a stream of income which can support a business - the business of
investing in, and achieving, energy
conservation by an "energy service
company" (Esco).
At present this "stream of income" - energy savings - is lying
dormant and untapped in factories, schools and hospitals,
where the owner or tenant has not
invested in energy saving.
The reasons why this is so have
been reviewed above. Suffice it to
say here that the barriers to energy
saving are many and various.
Third party finance has grown
up in the United States as a promising way of overcoming these
barriers. The approach is conceptually simple, but irresistible. A
building or factory owner has an
energy inefficient facility but either
does not possess the finance (or is
unwilling to spend available
finance) or the technical ability to
undertake a programme to improve energy efficiency.
However, this inefficiency can
be exploited by an outside company whose business is the achievement of energy saving. This outside "energy service company"
will examine the building or process, evaluate the level of energy
savings that could be achieved with
which techniques, and will then
make the necessary investment, being paid by taking a share of the
cnergy savings produced.
There are a number of specific
financing approaches which can be
categorised as "Third Party Financing." These approaches include
"Shared Savings", "First Out"
and "Guaranteed Savings." How
these various approaches work and
the relative merits of each is
discussed in brief here:
(i) Shared Savings - In a shared
savings arrangement the energy
service company installs and
finances energy saving improvements, and receives payment
for this equipment by taking a
share of the savings that result over
time.
This arrangement is a genuine
performance contract, in which the
contractors' revenue stems directly
from the energy savings achieved
by the improvement that the contractor has recommended, financed, installed and maintained. Thus
the building or industrial plant
owner pays for the equipment only
through the level of actual savings.
If the equipment installed does not
save energy at the level predicted
by the contractor, the contractor,

rather than the building owner, will
be the loser.
The assumption of the entire
risk by the contractor/inve tor has
proved in practice to be a powerful
motivater in ensuring that equipment is properly maintained and
operated, so that the predicted savings - and hence income - levels
are met.

Firsl QUI - This approach has
been used primarily in Canada,
and involves the energy service
company taking 100070 of the savings until the capital cost, financing charges and the profit of the
Esco have been realised. A timc
limit is usually put on the
payments to the Esco, which
would typically be five years.
(ii)

(iii) Guaranleed Savings -

A

number of energy service companies and equipment manufacturers offer a guarantee, which can
substantially lower the energy
user's financial risk that the savings will not be achieved.
Under such an arrangement the
guarantee can cover the predicted
energy savings or the predicted
cash flow, or, more commonly will
guarantee that the level of savings
will not be less than the purchase
payments, i.e., that the net
cash flow will be positive.
Third party financing approaches offer building or factory
owners a number of advantages
over convential finding methods.
These advantages include: investment in energy saving is made in
their facility at no initial cost, and
at no risk, since payment is made
by a share of the savings, the
energy service company will only
achieve a return on its capital if the
savings are actually achieved. This
is a powerful incentive to ihe
energy service company both to install a comprehensive package of
conservation measures" and then
to monitor and maintain that investment.
A further advantage is that if a
company uses Third Party Financing to fund energy saving investments, its own capital is still
available for other projects.
Third party financing can act to
encourage greater levels of conservation investment to take place, by
overcoming the numerous barriers
previously mentioned. In the
United States the idea has found
rapid acceptance and has seen
substantial growth. In 1980 there
w-.:re perhaps 20 companies
operating in the USA offering
these types of contracts, while in
1985 there were some 150 such
companies.
These 150 companies are
represented by their own trade
association NAESCO, and collectively they have installed some
hundreds of millions of dollars in
energy saving equipment and
materials investments that
would not otherwise have been
made in schools, hospitals, fac-
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The Federal, State and local
governments have all assisted in
the rapid spread of third party
financing. Examples of the way in
which they have done this include
the work done by the Federal
Department of Energy with the
Defence Department to explore the
use of shared savings to reprofit
some of the US Defence estate the largest stock of buildings controlled' by onc authority in the
world.
At the State level, State Governments throughout the US have used third party financing to reprofit
their own buildings, but have also
promoted the concept to all energy
users.
In the UK third party financing
or "Contract Energy Management" as it is better known is at an
earlier stage of development than

tories and even prisons.
Why did this industry become
established in the US, and why has
it grown so rapidly? The initial
availability of t(lX credits; a realisation that this activity offered an
unexploited business opportunity;
and the active role played by
government.
The early availability of tax
credits acted to "prime the
pump," stimulating the early
growth of activity. However, what
is most interesting, is that the
growth in activity which the tax incentives stimulated did not end
with the ending of the incentives in
December 1982 rather the
market continued to grow at afl
undiminished or even increased
rate - thus demonstrating the
basic soundness of the concept
without the need for subsidies.

the US markel. evertheless there
are encouraging signs of growt h,
and the nine contract energy
management companies operating
in the UK have reeent!y formed a
subgroup within an existing trade
association lO represent their interest. These companies are all
committed to the growth of this
market in the UK, and have signed
contracts in industry, commercial
buildings, schools and colleges.
Summary
Third party financing offers
building and industrial plant
owners a number of significant advantages over more conventional
forms of finance:
The facility owner does not have
to raise up front capital lO finance
energy conservation measures, a
particularly important point for
the capital constrained institu-

tional seclOr. If an industrialist
uses third party financing to fund a
conservation investment he can
still use his limited funds for other
investments while reaping thc
benefits of conservation.
The outside energy scrvice company which installs the measurcs
assumes all the risk that the energy
savings will occur as predicted;
also the building owner is freed
from the responsibility of deciding
exactly which conservation
measures are appropriate and cost
effective for h~s building.
These advantages have caused
this system of funding lO grow into
a multi-million dollar a year industry in the United tates. If
Ireland has similar problems of
energy inefficient buildings and
factories perhaps the same solution
can be used.

"Finance Barrier: Although the availability of finance
for energy efficiency investments obviously varies from
company to company, it can be said that energy saving
projects are not evaluated on equal terms with productive investments."
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Genie Climatique
International
Thc Following year the Irish
Association, known then as thc
Hcating & Ventilating Contractors' Association, decided to apply
for membcrship of the GCl and
this application was formally approved at a meeting of thc GCI
held in Nicc in 1974.
Sincc th<tt time representativcs
of thc Irish Association, now
known as Thc Mcchanical
Enginecring & Building Services
Contractors' Association, have attended every annual meeting of the
GCI held sincc that year.
At the prcsent timc the GCI is
made up of representatives of the
Associations of 12 different Europcan countrics. Thesc countries inelude Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
Francc, Germany, Ilaly, Luxembourg,
cthcrlands, Spain,
Sweden,
witzcrland, Unlled
Kingdom.
.
At onc time two Amencan
Associations - The Mechanical
Contractors' Association of
Amcrica and thc Shect Mctal Contractors' Association of America
- werc members of the Association but owing 10 thc distance
thcs~ Associations experienced in
travelling to mcctings in Europc,
they suspendcd their membership
of thc GCI a couple of years ago.
Over thc past 12 years representatives of the Irish Association,

:.f..".

• General View of the Annual Convention, 21st May, 1986.
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As its name implies, Genie Climatique International is an
international association of heating and ventilating and
air-conditioning contractors. Following representations
from the English Heating & Ventilating Contra~tors'
Association on behalf of Genie Climatique InternatIOnal,
some representatives of the Irish Heating & Ventilati~g
Contractors' Association attended a meeting of the GCI In
Luxembourg in 1973.
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usually numbering three, attended
annual GCI Convention meetings
in the different capitals of Europe.
At the annual Convention held
in Dallas in 1981, thc American
Associations still being members
of thc GCI at that time, it was
decided that the 1986 ConventioJ
would bc held in Ireland in Ma
1986.
As early as June 1984 after the
Annual General Meeting of the
ME & BSCA, a GCI Committee
under the Chairmanship of Eamon
McGrallan was set up by the
Association to plan the fonhcoming GCI Convention.
Subsequently, the full GCI
Commillee set up to organisc the
Convention was formed, and it ineluded Ted Bourke, who was to be
President of Ihe Association during the year of the Convention; Mr
Dick McElligOll and the Secretary
of the Association Mr T G Harrington.
Two fund-raising weekends were
held at West port Golf Club in
County Mayo in June 1984 and
August 1985. These fund-raising
weekends were extremely successful and accordingly it was
decided by the Committec that the
delegates and their wives coming to
Dublin for the Convention in May
would be brought on a three day
visit to Killarney at the conelusion
of the Convention, and largely at
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the expense of the Irish Association.
Following many months of hard
work the Convention opened in
Dublin on the vening of 20 May
1986 with a buffet reception at the
West bury Hotel, Dublin. All the
delegates and their wives were accommodated at the West bury
Hotel, and on Wednesday 21 May
1986 the Annual Convention was
held in the National Council Room
of the Construction Industry
Federation. The ME & BSCA is of
course a constituent Association of
the CIF and the members of the
Association were proud to have
this Convention held at their own
headquarters. It was originally
planned to hold the Convention at
the European Conference Centre
in Loughlinstown, but as this location became unavailable owing to
building extent ion work, the Convention was transferred to CIF
headquarters.
It was the first time that a three'Ianguage simultaneous translation
system had been used in the
Federation's National Council
room, and this added very mU'ch to
the success of the Convention
itself.
The Convention itself was an extremely successful one, and all
foreign guests expressed their admiration for the organisation of
the Con ference proper, and the
'suitability of the Nat-ional Councii
Room for the holding of such a
Conference.

Top Builders
Merchant
_ Wavin A ward
Builders merchants are not
generally perceived to be among
the most glamorous of retail
outlets.
But according to Wavin - the
largest manufacturer and supplier
of PVC pipe systems in Ireland the increasing professionalism of
merchants in terms of management, service and presentation
should be given greater public
recognition. To provide this
recognition Wavin has inaugurated
a builders merchant of the year
award.
Recently the Minister for the Environment, John Boland, TD, officially launched the scheme in
Dublin's West bury Hotel. "Our
purpose in sponsoring this scheme
is to draw attention to those merchants who provide a high quality
service," said Des Byrne, Managing Director, Wavin Ireland.
"We have always laid great
stress on the production of quality
products, service and innovative
marketing and we believe that
those merchants who adhere to

• Table at the Convention Banquet, Shelboume Hotel.
similar business commitments
should
be
publicly
acknowledged. "
The Minister for the Environment, John Boland, TD, welcomed Wavin's initiative in instigating
the Award scheme. He said that he
was a firm believer in giving public
recognition to those who achieve
high standards.
He also urged builders when
considering their nomination to
pay particular a\tention to mer-

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986

chants who stocked and promoted
Irish .llade products.
Nominations for the award will
come from builders who arc asked
to nominate merchants who provide: Value for money with helpful
and knowledgable staff; stocks well organised and clearly identified; well presented premises;
good delivery service and clear and
accurate invoicing.
In addition to the national
award, there will be a number of

regional awards. An mdependent
panel of judges will select the
award winners. This year's panel is
Mr. Joe Nolan, President of the
Irish Hardware Association'
Seam us Mulvey, Mulvey and Com:
pany Limited and Michacl Greene,
Director of the Construction Industry Federat ion.
The closing date for receipl of
nominations is Friday 12
September 1986 and the awards
will be presented in October.
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• Larry McGinn and Paddy Clonan conducting their auction routine
which, in addition to being most entertaining, raised a substantial sum of
money for the ASHRAE Fund.
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SPONSORSHIP FROM CONSULTANTS:
John Cuthbert & Associates - Delap & Wailer
Seamus Homan Associates - McArdle McSweeney O'Malley
McCarrick Woods - Hugh Munro
Robert Jacob & Partners - J. V. Tiemey & Associates
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The following is a brief
sy~opsis of a paper to be
delivered by Sean Mulcahy
to the CIBSEIASHRAE
Conference later this year.
The acceleration of change in
building technology is exceeded
only by the acceleration of change
in the fashions of architectural
forms, invention following necessity, expediency following invention. The origins of the atria lie in
the provision of shelter while admitting light at a time when artificial light was very very expensive in the late eighteenth century,
and continued so up to and into
the twentieth.
Thereby came the galleria streets
of Paris, the market places, the
railway stations, the early department stores and great exhibitions.
Low cost lighting energy in the second and third quarters of this century removed the need and architects shifted the beloved glass to
the public facades and relied on
energy to correct the transparency.
Transparency is not conducive
to working, be it in office, factory
or school, not to most of the
domestic activities; not in a cool
climate with expensive heating
fuel, not in a radiant one with even
more expensive cooling fuel, electricity. But the neglected halls and
corridors offered themselves and
were identified as opportunities for
using glass for creating a spacious
place where there had been corridors, for joining the respectable
cause of energy conservation. Yet
there is a consistent pervasive urge
in architecture which relates shelter
and light, shelter and daylight,
shelter and non-shelter, the
Garden of Eden.
In this century, Le Corbusier
was the great explicator, if not exponent, of the dialectical contrasts
of solid and void, light and dark,
and is the man who said "architecture is the battle for the window".
Hence, the architectural feature
which has come again to greatest
prominence, if not actual
dominance. It seems that virtually
every major building on the drawing boards at present is to be
atriumed.

day, in Winter two hours, Spring
and Autumn four hours, Summer
six hours), and has a moderate but
prolonged degree-day rating, 2,250
+ 10070 per annum. We welcome
solar gain at least nine months of
the year and indeed with control
could welcome it all year round.
It is doubtful however, other
than in the domestic scene, that
energy savings are significant in
atrium design and specification.
The gain is a social and aesthetic
one and can yield valuable low cost
intermittently occupiable space. Its
role as a plant house is beguiling
but difficult and costly to maintain
successfully.
It has a role in accommodating
services distribution and plant and
indeed expressing these is of great
interest to services engineers and
will contribute in bringing about a
general awareness, not greatly
lacking, of the importance of services in the modern use of
buildings new and old.
The thermal equations are complex, not so much in the science as
in the values. What is to be compared to what? A closed court to
an open court? A transparent
court to an opaque one? It does
seem that the most cost-effective is
the untreated buffer accepting the
limitations of comfort within the
atrium.
The balance of wanted and unwanted solar-gain, the quality and
quantity of day-lighting, and
atrium fabric heat loss has yet to
be analysed, as has the whole issue
of good, let alone ootimum
geometry ot the atnum. It is likely
that, housing apart, the atrium's
thermal function is one of insulation rather than insolation.

Energy
The role of the atrium in energy
conservation is complex, deriving
Survey of some Dublin Atria
from local climate, program of
The architectural students of
building use, geometry and form
Bolton Street College of
of the enclosure, properties of the
Technology visited and interviewfabric, relationships with occupied
ed a cross-section of occupants of
areas. Dublin, though not paratria in Dublin.
ticularly sunny, gets about 1,400
The response of users is conhours
per annum, (four hours a
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss3/1
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sistently favourable. They are
found to be cheerful, friendly,
available. Some comments emerge
suggesting that better Winter thermal conditions would be welcome
and indeed might be expected. It
seems the atrium is regarded as an
extension of the inside rather than
an extension of the outside. This
applies even to the very basic openended market galleria. Perhaps too
much is asked of these spaces and
that easonal changes in program
of use should apply.
Alternatively, provision of task
services would comfort the
"residents". Plants are liked, the
more the better; a feature is
notably liked, such as the Swan
Centre clock. The balance of clear
area and furnished area is important and very variabl~ depending
on program. The texture of
finishes inOuences perception of
character and expectation of comfort standards.

Expression
Notwithstanding Banham's 20
year old definition that a building
can be said to be modern only if its
plan and section is inOuenced by
the need to accommodate the
means of the mechanical control of
the environment, the expression of
engineering services in buildings is
still rare. Structure is still the line
by which architects express, and
pipes and wires are thought
distasteful in the living and work
place.
Notably, the atnum has become
a space where services may be
Oagrantly exposed and here may
be the really significant development for services designers. Expression is a fundamental element
of design and until services gain
consistent expression in architecture they will not be held in respect
or regard by users, public nor the
other members of the building
design team.
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Hevac Ltd held the 5th annual Selkirk/Hevac outing at Portmarnock
Golf Club on 9 May last and were lucky in that the weather conditions
were 'quite favourable.
The event was very well attended by a good cross-section of people
from the heating and ventilating field and all enjoyed an excellent day's
sport at this well-appointed club.
Overall winner was Gary Stewart of G & T Garton with 37 pts (off a
handicap of 12) with Pat Mahon, Managing Director of Dublin Heating
taking the Class I title and John Stone of the Office of Public Works winning the Class 11 category.
The next BTU outing on the calendar was that of the Pump Servicessponsored event at Forest Little Golf Club.
As usual Pump Services excelled in the quality of the prizes they
presented with Michael Carroll being the lucky winner of the overall competition.
Eamonn Cullen took the Class I title.

• HevaclSelkirk'
with Ken Jess S'lJohn Stone,
, a es Manager.

winner Class IJ

• Hevac/Selkirk: Gary Stewart,
overall winner with Ken Jess,
Selkirk Sales Manager.

L-o_ _
, -w"'ith DermO t Sheerin, Sales
S rvices' Tony Delaney, Captain, nn Cullen winner Class I.
• Pump e
' P mp Services and Eamo
'
Manager, u

•
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At a reception in the prestigious National Concert Hall last month An
Tanaiste, Mr Dick Spring TO, presented both the design consultants and
the mechanical and electrical contractors responsible for the Tralee
Hospital project with the Grundfos/NSAI "Striving for Quality
Assurance" Award. The recipients were Varming Mu\cahy Reilly
Associates (design); T Bourke & Co Ltd (mechanical); and Egan Electric
(I) Ltd (electrical).
Additionally, two further awards were
presented for excellence displayed in
particular areas. Onc went to Robert Jacob &
Partners for the extraordinary high standard
of the preparation, elarity and final
presentation of their design documentation,
especially for the Wilton Place Development,
while H A O'Neils were singled out for the
perfeelion of their installation work - both
on Ihe mechanical and electrical aspecls - of
the Blackrock Hospital.
The importance of quality relative to
products is well documented but, in the
building services sector - particularly at the
installation stage - there is a need for better
co-ordination between the designer and
contractors involved in each project. Quality
assurance is Ihe term now applied to explain
this cohesive effort.
However, while now recognised as a
necessary discipline, there is still a greal deal
of "educat ing" required to gain support for
the movement. Hence the inlroduetion of the
Grundfos/NSAI "Striving For Quality
Assurance" Award, the "Striving" clement
referring to the fact thaI, as yet, this is still a
very new area of activity.

considers all aspects and thc fact that il went
so smoothly over all thal time is a eredil to
the entire services team involvcd - both the
mechanical and electrical installcrs and the
designers. Indeed, it was the manner in which
caeh of the three diseiplincs involved mcshcd
together so successfully which sccured thc
"Striving For Quality A surance Award."
Tralee Hospital provides a gencral acute
hospital service for Kerry, linked with the
Regional Hospital at ork for specialised
services. The bed complement is 500 and

Local LTHW boilers serving residences and
nurses school.
HWS: From steam/water non-storage
generators located in heating sub-plant rooms
separate foul HWS to sluice rooms.
Residences and nurses training served from
local storage calorifiers.
CWS: Total high level water storage 376,000
litres. Separate foul storage serving sluice
rooms.
Heating: Low temperature hot water from
steam/waler non-storage calorifiers. Mainly
steel panel radiators throughout with natural
convectors in the paediatric unit.
Distribution: Mainly in ceiling voids with
hinged demountable tiles in main service
routes.
Air Conditioning and Ventilation: Five
operating theatres and intensive therapy unit
are fully air conditioned. Mechanical supply
and extract ventilation systems serve central

The Grundfos "Striving For Quality
Assurance" Award is administered on the
basis of nominations received with regard to
a specific building project completed within
the last five years. An adjudicating panel
comprising a representative from the
• Dermot Murphy, General Manager, Grundfos (Ireland) Lld; with Dick
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Spring, TD, Tanaiste and Minister For Energy; with Ewing Patterson,
Engineers, the National Standards Authority
Director, National Standards Authority of Ireland; and His Excellency
of Ireland the contractors section within the
Vagn Korsbaek, the Danish Ambassador to Ireland. They are pictured at
Construet{on Industry Federation and
the National Concert Hall, Dublin, prior to the luncheon at which the
Grundfos make the final assessment.
award winners were announced.
There are three awards in all - one for the
design of the services which goes to the
services provided include gcneral surgery,
kitchen and X-Ray Department. Toilets,
consultants concerned and one each.
gynaecology, obstetrics, paediatric and neodarkroom and certain internal rooms are
'respectively for the mechanical and electrical
natal, geriatric, psychiatric and orthopaedic.
served by local extract systems.
contractors involved.
The toal floor area is 24,200 sq. m.
Catering: Central kitchen catering for 1,100
Nineteen eighty six marked the inaugural
The 55-acre site, located elose to St
meals/day. A full cook/chill system was
year for the Award with a wide range of
Catherine's Hospital on the outskirts of
provided (Regethermic) with meals
projects being submitted for consideration. In
Tralee Town, gives a fine view from the
reconstituted at wards level. Equipment is
the final analysis a short list of five was again
wards, of the Slieve Mish Mountains 10 the
served by either stcam, LPG or electricity.
narrowed down still further until Tralee
south.
The introduClion of cook/chill to a major
Hospital finally emerged as the eventual
Contracts for the building services (costing
ncw hospital is of considerable interest.
winner. Nonetheless, the adjudicators found
£4.4 million at the time) were let in June
Sterilising: A CSSD scrves the general
the final decision a very difficult one to
1978; work commenced on site in July 1978;
sterilising requirements of Tralee Hospital
arrive at, a fact borne out by the two
and somc other hospitals in the Kcrry area.
services sub-contractors started on site in July
additional awards presented (see 1st
Local AUloclaves serve the Pat hology Dcpt
1979 and Ihc programmcd complet ion dalC
paragraph).
(media stcrilisation).
set at January 1981.
The projects submitted varied considerably
Waste Disposal: A central incinerator is
in size and scale but all were considered
providcd capable of burning 180 kg of waste
A brief description of Ihe scrvices is as
purely on the merits of the checking criteria
material per hour.
follows:
on the entry forms and relative to themselves
ELECTRICAL
Boilerplant: Three oil-fired steam boilers,
on the basis of their performance.
Incoming HV Electrical Supply: Taken from
each 5,400 kg/hr at 1034 Kpa (two duty and
From start to finish the Tralee Hospital
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss3/1
two ESB 10 kV incoming legs with manual
onc standby), convert able to solid fuel firing.
Project
took over 10 years when one
DOI: 10.21427/D7FT5D
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(IRELAND) LTD

White Heather Estate,
301 South Circular Road,
Dublin 8. Tel: 541966.

As suppliers to Tralee Hospital contract of:

II~'Y
HOT WATER
GENERATORS

FLAMeD
Non Storage Calorifiers
Condensate Pumping Sets
Condensate Coolers

Pipe Support
Systems

Congratulate
Varming Mulcahy Reilly Associates - Consulting Engineers
and
T. Oourke & Co. Ltd - Mechanical SeNices Contractors
For The Project.
For their contribution to winning the

"STRIVING FOR QUALITY AWARD"
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Quality Assurance A ward
For Tralee Hospital
changeover switch from one leg to the other
in the event of an ESB HV distribution
problem. Metering is at HV in the ESB
switchroom.
Consumers' HV Room: Contains two IMV A
10 kV/380V transformers and HV
switchboard encompassing four 630A OCB's.
LV Main Switch Board: U-shaped
construction wrapping around three walls of
the LV switchroom. Divided into essential
and non-essential sections. ·Designed to·
operate on automatic changeover from the
ESB system to the generator on ESB failure
and in the reverse direction on resumpton of
the ESB supply.
Change-over is effected by coupling two
pairs of 1600A ACB's. Each pair is electrical
and mechanically interlocked with rods and
both pairs are electrically interlocked.
Generator: 720 kVA 380V to cater for the
full load of the hospital both essential and
non-essential. Phase-failure, etc, monitoring
is carried out at HV, 90% of full load
warning system fitted to sound alarms and to
trip out the kitchen panels and non-essential
side of the main switchboard.
Distribution: Mainly in ceiling areas and
vertical ducts, using PVC SWA PVC cables.
Lighting: General lighting in all areas is
provided by means of t1uorescent luminaires.
Corridor lighting is provided by symmetrical
luminaires along the corridor sides.
Dimmable Ouorescent luminaires used in the
operating theatres.
Inverters: Two 5 KW 220V mains preferred

• Teddy Bourke, T Bourke & Co, with Paddy Clonan, Chairman, CIBSE, Irish Branch;
and Michael Curley, Managing Director, T E Lyn'skey & Co.
units supply emergency lighting and Wards
Blocks night lighting.
Fire Alarms: Fully-monitored system using
smoke, heat and break glass units for
detection, wired in MICC PVC cables.
Plant Monitoring: All control panels are

monitored for fault and loss of supply.
Monitor signals are brought back to the
PABX room central warning panel and a
slave panel in the Engineering office.
Earthing: Due to bad soil and large amounts
of rock, earthing proved difficult.

u
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https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss3/1
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Quality Assurance A ward
For Tralee Hospital
FLOW CI-/AItT FOR SIT/; SUPEflNlSION

SE

QUADRANT
ENGINEERS LTD ~

.. StTE. EMS.

Suppliers of
Buderus Boilers and Reillo Burners
are pleased to have been
associated with
The Tralee Hospital Project
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Telephone: 265711.
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Telex 25283
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Suppliers of the toilet extract
twin suction fans
Congratulations to

V.M.R.A.

and
T. Bourke Ltd
on winning the
GRUNDFOS STRIVING FOR
QUALITY ASSURANCE AWARD
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Quality Assurance A ward
For Tralee Hospital
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Brief and all as this description is, it does
give an idea as to the complexity of the
project and the level of control which had to
be exercised by all concerned to successfully
complete the scheme. It was for the manner
in which the entire "building services team"
carried out this difficult process that the
Award was presented.
Conceived in close consultation with the
NASI, it was appropriate that Ewing
Patterson, Director of the Authority, should
address the gathering for the luncheon Award
ceremony.
.
"It is my pleasure today to explain the

01

Bollt!H' House

"Striving For Quality Assurance Award,"
he said, "Iin doing so to set the scene for the
presentations which will be made shortly by
the Tanaiste.
The Institute for Industrial Research and
Stanct'ards, of which the National Standards
Authority is a part has, as a major element
of its strategy for development of industry,
quality improvement. The I1RS identifies the
competitiveness of Irish industry with the
need for customer satisfaction - and this
increasingly depends on quality of both
product and service.
Last year the NSAI published IS 300 and

its associated Irish Standards for Quality
Systems Management which provides a
framework for developing our knowledge of
Quality Assurance disQiplines and techniques.
Now, although IS 300'was initially developed
to apply these international concepts to
manufacturing industry, we became
increasingly conscious that other sectors of
industry could benefit from the IS 300
guidelines.
The NSAI was therefore pleased to provide
the framework for the Grundfos Award
based on IS 300 being applied to Building
Services projects. A questionnaire was
70
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Venti lotion plant room layout
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Quality Assurance A ward
For Tralee Hospital
developed on s ven aspects of quality from a
Design Review, 10 Commissioning on
Schedule and Customer Satisfaction. After an
assessment of the nominations, a number of
projects were selected for detailed
examination by an Inspector of the NSAI
General Quality Standards department. He
spent time with the project consultants and
subsequently visited the completed projects.
"In doing this assessment the Inspector
had a check-list of 30 points developed from
the seven aspects of the questionnaire. This
check-list applied IS 300 requirements to the
planning and control tasks of the consultants
and to the materials, workmanship and
commissioning tasks of the electrical and
mechanical services contractors.
"The theme is "Striving for Quality
Assurance" and this was foremost in the
adjudicators' minds. I am pleased to report
that we found evidence of a commitment to
quality in almost all the nominations.
Unfortunately, it is apparent that there i
considerable need for this commitment to
reach achievement in the form of a complete
quality of all aspects of many of our building
projects. However, in the final result it was a
close run affair with some excellent projects
involved.
"I know it is always difficult to pick out a
single winner for an Award such as this and I
am pleased to announce that Grundfos have
agreed to make two special awards in
recognition of highly-commended work by a
consultant and by a contractor. These are in
addition to the awards to the companies

• Frank Lawlor, Ryder Lawlor Ltd, with Mervyn Reid, Precision Electric; Eamonn O'Brien,
Robert Jacob & Partners; Matthew Ryan, Egan Electric; and Liam Joyce, Joyce Bros Ltd.
responsible for the overall winner. All the
companies concerned have illustrated their
dedication to "Striving for Quality", and on
behalf of the NSAI I would like to thank

Grundlos
wayoul
Iront
QUAUTY
Our reputation for reliability
and product excellence is
known world-wide, in many
diverse markets. Based on the
use of materials like corrosion
resistant stainless steel, hard
wearing ceramics and tungsten
carbide for critical pump
components, it is easy to see
why Grundfos lead the field.

Grundfos, and my colleagues on the
adjudicating panel, for providing an
opportunity in which this dcdication to
quality can be publically recognised."

CUSTOMER SERVICE
With our wide product
range and nationwide distribution network we can
provide off the shelf availability
as well as first class technical
and sales support.
To complement this team
work, our computer aided
pump selection service quickly
provides full technical
specification, performance
data and quotations for specific
pump applications. Add to this
an after sales back-up that is
second to none and it is no
wonder why Grundfos are
way out front in quality and
service.

GRUNDFOS®1&7l PUMPS
Wayout front in qua1ity ~ and service

Grundfos (Ireland) limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Tel: 01 954926. Telex: 90544.
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New Products & Literature

Energy Analyser

Strax
This year's Real Fire International
Exhibition at the Novotel saw the
launch of several new additions to
the popular Dovre range of multifuel stoves and fireplaces
distributed by Strax Distribution
Ltd.

On the stand were models from
the well-known Dovre 2000 Mini,
Standard, and Super range, all
with either solid doors or doors
with glass panels. The Dovre 2000
ran~e of fireplace units are install-

ed with a convection chamber to
increase heat efficiency and they
are also available with back boilers.
There was also a full range of accessories for the Dovre 2000 range:
Convection Boxes for a preformed
convection chamber, Inglenook
Hoods for free standing installation, and gas burner trays for the
Dovre Mini and Standard.

(Enquiry Code No. 56)

The MICROVIP is the result of the
experience of Elcontrol in the field
of electrical energy management.
It has been designed to display and
print all the parameters related to
electrical· installations.
Convenience, easy operation,
multiple possibilities and precise
measurements: these are the
features of a product of very advanced
technology.
The
MICROVIP is, in fact, capable of
making
12 measurements
simultaneously on three-phase or
single-phase systems.

The system of printing the
measurements
either
automatically or manually - is incorporated in the instrument, thus
making connection to an external
printer unnecessary. In addition, it
is possible to preset alarm values
(min and max) for certain
measurements being monitored.
The data is seen on a/lTIultiple
display (with the possibility of
changing the pages for a total of
nine pages).
(Enquiry Code No. 63)

.!

••

!

Pressure Monitor
• Exhausto chimney fan from Strax Distribution.

Concealing Pipes
Pipe Cover, an unobtrusive PVC
trunlting system, is a quick and attractive solution for concealing
surface run pipes in domestic
!premises. Two arrangements are
available from Oil flex-Key ,
suitable for pipe sizes from 8 - 28

mm diameter. They are fully
described in a new four-colour
4-page leaflet available from the
company.
(Enquiry Code No. 54)

The Dwyer Model 1900-5-MR
Duct Pressure Monitor provides a
simple and low cost means of
preventing duct blowout in HVAC
systems due to fire damper closure
or any other sudden abnormal increase in duct pressure. The
monitoring switch can be set to actuate at any positive duct pressure
from 1.4 to 5.5 inches wc and is
equipped with a manual reset push
button on the conduit enclosure.
Once installed, if an over-

pressure event occurs, the switch
actuates to shut down the fan
motor. Once actuated, the switch
latches and must be reset manually
after the problem has been identified and corrected. Installation is
fast and easy as the model
1900-5-MR comes complete with
the switch, duct mounted pressure
sensor, tubing adaptors and connecting tubing.
(Enquiry Code

o. 55)

Smoke Extraction
tion equipment, "Smokefoil"
units are available in four sizes,
each unit comprising a fan assisted
ventilator with a protected motor.
Additional models will be introquced in the coming months.
Under normal circumstances the
unit functions as a standard roof
extract unit. In the event of a fire,
it will handle smoke at
temperatures up to 400°C for up to
two hours.

Dirty Work at Crossroads?

The Smoke Vent Division of NuAire has introduced the
"Smokefoil" range of powered
smoke extract units, designed for
operation at temperatures up to
400°C for up to two hours. The
unit will find application in commercial premises such as shopping
centres and sports halls, and multistorey buildings, generally, where
nat~ral ventilators are impractical.
Complementing Nu-Aire's comprehensive range of smoke ventila-

firing the boiler for a short while
A new product from KAMCO is
causes powerful chemicals to give
designed to make the life of boiler
off oxidising and neutralising gases
cleaning contractors and personnel
which carry active sold particles.
much easier in future. "SootThese adhere to hard soot
breaker" tubes are used to enable
deposits, leaving a whitish layer,
rapid cleaning and removal of fireside soot and scale from boilers
which gradually disappears as it
and air heaters. A one shot treatsystematically reacts and loosens
ment speeds up the boiler cleaning
combustion deposits. These flake
process, and removes the need for
off and disintegrate, leaving boiler
most of the heavy and dirty labour
surfaces in proper operating condiand effort traditionally associated
tion, free of hard soot deposits. At
with this job.
most, slight brushing only may be
"Sootbreaker" tubes are simply
required to remove any remaining
thrown into the combustion
loose flakes of soot.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss3/1
chamber
of the boiler or heater
is up to temperature. Re(Enquiry Code No. 61)
once
DOI: it10.21427/D7FT5D

• The Nu-Aire "Smokefoil" powered smoke extract unit for
24
temperatures up to 400°C for two hours.

Refrigerant Valves
A revised leaflet from Ranco updates product information on the
company's well established
VF4/VF6 range of fluorocarbon
refrigerant solenoid valves.
These valves are specifically
designed for use on commercial

24

refrigeration, heat pump and air
conditioners where they are
typically used for hot gas
defrosting of outdoor coils, bypass
valves and ice harvesting in ice
makers.
(Enquiry Code o. 60)
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Vacuum Indication
Accurate measurement of vacuum
is important to the professional,
service engineer. It is the only
means of determining whether the
system is properly dehydrated
before charging. Also by isolating
the vacuum pump the system can
bc tcsted for leaks - the more sensitive the gauge the smaller the leak
that can be detected. Failure to
thoroughly dehydrate, particularly
systcms operating on fluorocarbon
rcfrigcrants can result in intermittent cooling, elevated discharge
pressure, noise and premature
failure.
The practical difficulty for the
engineer is how to hook-up an accurate vacuum gauge. Ideally, this
should be connected to a point in
the system furthest from the
vacuum pump. In practice, this
can be difficult and many
engineers clect to have a vacuum
gauge mounted on to the vacuum
pump. Although such an arrange-

ment is convenient, it does have
disadvantages. The indicated value
may be misleading in that the actual vacuum level in the remotest
part of the system will not be as
great. Furthermore, a vacuum
gauge attached to the vacuum
pump is vulnerable, particularly
during transit.
The Robinair Division of KentMoore offer a practical solution
which they call a "Vacuum Box."
This takes the f0rm of a practical
carrying case into which is bolted a
"Safety" pattern TORR Gauge or
Thermistor Vacuum Gauge. Opposite, located by spring clips, is a
high quality Robinair mani fold
assembly. This is a conventional
pattern manifold having leak free
non rotating valve stems and
equipped with ports for vacuum
measurement and refrigerant supply.
(Enquiry Code No. 62)

West Controllers
The use of the latest technology to
produce a temperature controller
which you can truly "fit and
forget" will gain wide market acceptance claim WEST, the Process
Control Instrumentation Division
of Gulton Ltd, upon the launch of
their 3000 series of 1/8 DIN instruments.
By using a coloured liquid
crystal display on these compact
units WEST have provided the
user with a large numeric display
to 4-digit accuracy and unambiguous operator messages. The
family of controllers can be set-up

using the front panel controls only
and the customised display lists the
parameters that technicians need
to access.
The first two units released in
the product family are the WEST
3100 3-term temperature controller
priced at £195 and the WEST 3200
3-term "self tuning" controller
priced at £245. Both units are plug
compatible, which cnables the
"self-tuning" unit to be used to
determine the control parameters
for the WEST 3100.
(Enquiry Code No. 52)

• New from WEST - the 3()()() series of

~

DIN instruments.
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Mira "Family" Shower
Modern Plant's successor to the
popular Mira 722 thermostatic
mixing shower - the MIRA 723 gives better performance, easier
installation and improved reliability.
Specially developed to meet the
varying requirements of family
use, the new MIRA 723 thermostatic mixer shower from
Modern Plant combines high safety standards and ease of use in a

modern design offering a choice of
six popular "bathroom" colours.
Successor to the Mira 722,
Ireland's most popular thermostatic shower, the MIRA 723
has been extensively re-engineered
to give improved thermal response,
greater controlability, better performance in hard water areas and
less intrusion into the showering
area.
(Enquiry Code o. 53)

Single Stage
Compressor

Clean Air

A new range of compact, energyefficient, single-stage turbo compressors - the X-FLO - capable
of excellent performance and high
volumes has been designed and
developed by the multi-national
engineering group lngersoll-Rand.
The compressors meet a known
market requirement for highvolume, low-ratio units for a wide
range of applications in the petrochemical, pharmaceutical, food
and drink, pulp and paper, and
mining/mineral processing industries, as well as in local government and the public utilities.
The compressors are capable of
outputs up to 175,000 ft /min
(5,00001 /min), adiabatic heads up
to 31,000 ft (10,00001), and
pressure of up to 22 Ib/in (1.55
bar). Units capable of higher
pressures will be supplied to meet
special requirements.
A major feature of the new
design is the impeller. This is some
30-40010 smaller in size for a given
performance, has 45° exit angles,
and does not bend or flex at its
highest rotational speeds, which
gives a 5010 increase in efficiency
compared with the' conventional
centrifugal compressor. In adention, the new impeller results in a
compressor that is smaller in size
and lighter in weight, hence easier
to handle during installation and
servicing.
(Enquiry Code No. 57)

The CoVec Pure Air System provides the clean air which is required in any industrial, COol mer. cial or domestic building environment if its occupants are to enjoy
the comfort levels that they have a
right to expect.
The Absolute Filtration System
i designed to trap particles as
small as 0.03 microns and will
remove such pollutants as fumes
tobacco smoke, pollen, bacteri~
and viruses from the atmosphere.
It is used for example to provide
pure air for operating theatre and
in biological and photographic
laboratories to remove chemical
fumes.
(Enquiry Code

o. 59)

Testing Pump
The Ridgid pressure testing pump
is designed to test all types of installation that have to be leak
proof, as in heating, compressed
air and refrigeration systems, oil
installations, fire lines and small
bore pipelines etc.
Features include: eorrosionproof construction; Needle-valves
for inlet and outlet valves; System
has integral filter; Piston has "0"
ring seal and therefore keeps out
dirt; Grease nipple provides instant
lubrication; The handle conveniently locks to provide a carrying
handle; and The reservoir serves as
a tool box.
(Enquiry Code

o. 58)
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HOW TO SECURE
YOUR WAREHOUSE
By David Bradshaw, Director of Chubb
Electronic Security, Chubb Ireland Limited
Most businessmen would readily admit that warehouses
are now a prime target for I..ish thieves. This was underlined by a recent Dliil report which showed that the level of
robbery and aggravated burglary against the distribution
sector almost trebled in the five years up to 1983. In this article, David Bradshaw of Chubb Electronic Security offers
some useful advice on warehouse security.
It is not hard to under~tand why
warehouses have proved such an
attractive target for criminals.
Many Irish warehouses containing
goods of immense value are sited
on remote areas of industrial
estates, with no passing traffic.
More often than not they are
usually unattended at night. And
to make matters worse, many
modern warehouses are quite flimsy structures which barely keep out
the rain, let alone a determined
thief.
Break-ins through the roofs of
warehouses is a growing method of
burglary. Since warehouses are
designed as stores, the roof may
consist only of a single skin of corrugated plastic-coated steel
sheeting or perhaps fairly brittle
roofing sheet materials. Any of
these materials can be breached
quickly and quietly from above.
And once entry has been made,
goods can be removed by hauling
them up with a rope or the door
of the warehouse can be opened
from the inside.
So what measures can be taken
to reduce the risk of loss through
theft? Thankfully, there are a
number of simple cost-effective
remedies at the disposal of the
warehouse owner.
Monitoring Warehouses
One of the most effective ways of
deterring thieves is the use of c1os-

ed circuit television. CCTV, as it is
more commonly known, has in recent years become an accepted tool
for monitoring commercial
premises. The fear of possible
detection and subsequent prosecution which CCTV creates is
perhaps the greatest deterrant to
thieves that presently exists. Furthermore, CCTV offers greater
flexibility and efficiency in keeping
buildings, yards, car parks and
roads under surveillance and
removes the necessity to have extra
manpower to patrol certain areas.
CCTV can al 0 be integrated
with alarm circuits, enabling the
operator to confirm the alarm
visually and take immediate action.
'Ioday's CCTV system can be
designed, tested and assembled to
meet individual specifications.
And the economics of purchasing
such a system has been made more
practical due to recent research
and development which has
substantially lowered costs. The
recently-developed ADPRO 1600
closed circuit television system, for
example, can now be installed at a
very competitive price.
Access Control
It is generally recognised that a
subs"tantial number of break-ins into warehouses are facilitated by
trick rather than force. A most

.An electronic access control system can effectively control
entry points into warehouses.
common method is for one
member of the gang to obtain entry on some pretext during the day,
and conceal himself until c1osingtime. He is later able to switch-off
the alarm system from within the
building and admit his accomplices.
This method of entry is comparatively simple to work at
:.vholesale warehouses since
customers or suppliers may be permitted to park a vehicle or even a
container in the yard. It is not
unknown for villains to be brought
in this way, and wait quietly in the
vehicle or container until after
hours.
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unit has been programmed to accept. A printed record of all persons granted access can also be
printed.
An additional feature of the
M300 system is that a
photographic laminating service is
available whereby ID photographs
along with the holders' signatures
can be bonded on to the reverse of
the card at the time of manufacture.
Fire Safety
When reviewing warehouse securi-
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Regulating the entry of persons
can be· accomplished by simple
head counting in and out or by issuing passes which must be surrendered on leaving. Alternatively,
you may wish to install an Access
Control System such as the M300.
The function of the system is to
allow access only to persons
holding cards which the control

ty, it is also advisable to consider
the lethal threat posed by fire. For
the risk of fire has greatly increased because of the recent trend to
build larger warehouses which in
turn contain more denser and complex storage. During 1983 alone,
some 263 warehouse fires were
recorded.
The installation of smokedetectors in warehouses can
substantially reduce the risk of a
large fire by triggering a call to the
fire brigade at an early stage. Data
for the textile industry has shown
that in the event of a fire a detector system which operates satisfactorily can reduce the fire damage
by 63070. This will increase to 73 %
if the system is directly connected
to the local fire brigade.
Finally, if there is no lighting on
the site at night, under still-air conditions a column of smoke may be
ascending for hours unseen. The
implementation of a general NO
SMOKING rule is also advisable
since warehouses often contain
large quantities of flammable
packing materials.
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Grilles, Louvres and Ducting

Irish-Made Holding Its Own
Despite the ongoing effects of the
depressed state of the construetion
industry, a few major building
projects - coupled with thc increasing number of refurbishment
schemes - have mcant a relatively
heallhy market for grillcs and
louvrcs and, to a lesscr extcnt, for
dueting.
Indecd, thc situation as far ashome-produced products in this
sector is concerncd has improved
quite dramatieally in the last few
years. The pcrcentage share of the
market held by Irish-manufactured
grilles and louvres has grown considerably in recent times, and
rightly so given the muchimproved quality that's now being
adhered to. Specifiers are
eknowledging this on an increasfrequency and are now direc. g that such items be used where
they are appropriate and applicable.

The bias towards imported products in this sector has no" all but
disappeared. Of course, Ihat is not
to suggest that only homeproduced grilles or louvres should
be specified. There are many instances where imported products
are in fact more suitable for a partieular requirement. Penalised as
they can be because of import
duties and carriage costs which
result in higher prices, many of the
imported brands do nonetheless
offer a more varied choice, particularly in terms of ancillary
items.
Broadly looked at though, the
market plac-e for grilles and louvres
would seem a relatively healthy
one displaying an encouraging
amount of competition whereby
products would appear to be
specified or selected purely on the
merits of their suitability for a
given situation.

• Square four-way ceiling diffuser with remOl'able core from Dan
Chambers Ltd.

Coolair For Choice
With the extensive range of equipment available from Barber & Colman, Irish agents Coolair can meet
virtually any requirement "ith
regard to louvres, grilles and
general air distribution. Examples
for four sped fic sit uat ions arc
outlined below:
Louvres let air flow freel)' - external louvres which provide
weat.herproofing and a ventilation
source for buildings are available
from Barber & Colman. The
louvres also provide a fascia for
any exterior wall opening or dUCI
terminal. Manufactured from extruded aluminium sections to give
strength and rigidily, the louvres
are designed to combine the maximum free area with weatherproof
characterist ics.
Where a continuous flow of supply or exhaust is required. the
louvres provide cladding to ex-

lerior \\ all openings. Standard
units may be assembled together to
make any \\ idth or height. and can
be surface mounted or recessed
complete with concealed mulliom
and tie bars for safety.
Cont inuous line arrangements
mav involve the use of louvres to
pra'vide an airflow or simply as
screens. They may feature in the
architectural design and can incorporate internal or external corners,
asymmet rical shapes and ean include doors or special panels
without breaking the louvres'
aesthetic appearance;
Air balancing dampers - Type
BPRA/E Iris balancing dampers
are designed to offer simple, yet
precise, balancing of air distribution systems without the need for
time consuming traversing of the
ducting.
The direct acting positive
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The World of
Energy
Management

ENGINEERED
AIR
DISTRIBUTION
Whatever your requirements may
be in the field of Air Distribution or
Energy Management, Barber &
Colman can design and supply
cost effective products to meet
the most stringent specification.
By combining quality in our
manufacturing, with continuing
research through our
experienced team of engineers
utilising the latest technology in
computer aided design, we aim to
ensure that the services we
provide to our clients continue to
set new standards for the
industry.

~QQ,'~l~O
25 Caakstawn Ind. Est., Tallaght, Ca. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel. (01)511244/511540 Telex: 31689 COOL El
Mallaw Raad, Cark, Ireland.
Tel.: (021)503630, Telex: 26152
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Grilles, Louvres and Ducting
response ealibrated dial is now incorporated on all dampers, sizes
100 diameler lhrough to 600
diameter (larger sizes also available
on requesl) and allows for simple
Selling of the orifice area;
Air filter and distribution unit
- Barber & Colman has designed

and manufaclured a combined absolute filler and air distribution
unit to meet the needs of fill ration
efficiency for air conditioning
systems.
Air fillration and air distribu, tion are integrated to provide safe
and hygienic working conditions,
extracting microscopic bacteria,
viruses and harmful dust particles.
The unit can be installed directly
into a conventional ceiling system
wilh access for maintenance while
in situ.
The design of the outer filler
housing frame allows for various
diffuser faces to be combined into
its design: the louvre face ceiling
diffuser combines horizontal air
distribution with cores available in
I, 2, 3, or 4 way discharge air patterns, while maintaining air handling capacities encountered in air
condilioning systems;
Panels avoid air turbulence - to
climinate the air turbulence caused
by normal air innux into enclosed
areas, Barber & Colman has
developed a system of air supply

whereby conditioned air is introduced through perforated
panels to avoid air I urbulence.
These laminar now panels, type
PF, supply a vertical supply
airno\\ pattern, thus providing a
clean air zone and eliminating the
scattering of unwanted and potentially hazardous airborne particles.
These units are now available combined with absolute fillers.
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Growing
Through The
Recession
As the recession bites harder, Dan
Chambers Ltd are continuing their
policy of "spoiling" the sheet
metal contractors. The emphasis is
on home production where possible and immediatc availability of
customers' requirements.
Air distribution grilles have
some time now been available on a
24/48 hour delivery. The Aer
Grilles brand name is now well
established and accepted with
everything from the common type
egg-crate grille to the linear, ceiling
diffuser; or computer noor grilles
available on an exceptionally quick
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THE EXCEPTIONALLY STRONG, SLIDE-O

DORY FLANGING
CHAMBERS

IS NOW AVAILABLE EX-STOCK FROM DA
manufacturing time.
Curo Dyne sheel metal ducting
accessories are so well known as to
be taken for granted. Drill screws,
damper quadrants, vane rail, nexible ducl eonnection etc are all
available ex-Dublin stock.
To complete the range Dan

hambers Lld now have available
large stocks of the Labyrinth Doby Flanging system. As Dan
Chambers himself says "We put
our money where our mouth i .
We put our money into stocking
for the convenience of our
customers. "

Need G R ILL E S immediately?
Irrespective of Size?
them- ........ on 2 - 3 day delivery.
DAN CHAMBERS can supply
~

Selection of
AerGrilles
products.

made in Ireland.
Think of Self Aid. Think of AerGrilles
For GRILLES
LOUVRES
DIFFUSERS
Consult TH E SPECIALISTS in AI R MOVEMENT:

DAN CHAMBERS LTD.
57/58 Brunswick Street, Dublin 7.
Phone: 720971/720555/720448.
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System 27 is a new configuration in
electronic temperature and humidity
control.
This system gives you flexibility in
choosing a more customized control
set up.
Compose either a simple or a
complicated control scheme. The

modules within System 27 each have
their own specific function.
It is the fashion in which they can be
combined that allows for different
control configurations.
Anything between Cl simple thermostat
or humidistat and a multiple staging

MANOTHERM LTD.

control with digital read-out of process
variables is possible.
Save yourself time and effort. Choose
the system that is flexible enough to
build to individual control requirements.
Call your nearest Johnson Controls
supplier today and ask him to send you
detailed information.

Manotherm Ltd. 4 Walkinstown Road DUBLIN 12 Tel. 01 - 522355/522018/522229 BELFAST Tel. 084-645966

0~HNSON
CONTR~LS
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